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marquis james, usaaf standing next to the german transport plane he is about to board. marquis speaking with a crew member from the german transport plane he is about to board. marquis speaking to pilots in cockpit of the german transport plane he is about to board.
marquis speaking with pilots in cockpit of the german transport plane he is about to board. marquis speaking with crew member from first pilot's seat (american). shot of b-24 aircraft flying over shots of skies over pittsburgh. shot of marquis and german pilot. marquis

speaks german. zoom on marquis speaking. marquis speaking. marquis speaking to different crew members. marquis speaks with two crew members. marquis talking to crew member. marquis speaks with one crew member. marquis speaks to two different crew
members. shot of marquis standing next to plane talking. shot of marquis leaving airplane. marquis with women. top of marquis in the crowd. shot of marquis next to propellor. marquis speaking to woman. marquis talking to different crew members. marquis speaks to

crew member. marquis speaks to a crew member. in the future, the city is used as a live set. for example: fire prevention, security, surveillance, firefighters and emergency services. the left-hand side of the image shows the central square as a kind of backdrop. the lower
image shows a red fiat multi-storey bus in a side street behind the city's main train station. the top image shows the city from a high vantage point, where two tall buildings share a balcony overlooking the rest of the square. the screen then cuts to a skyscraper with a

skyscraper crane, used to construct the skyscraper.
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camera moving slowly to left frame camera shot of sunset behind trees and along a hillside. people on a path down a hill. very long shot of a woman sitting on a stone wall playing a guitar and singing,
people passing. long shot of a man lying on his back. potted plants in foreground, more plants in bg, view of hillsides, distant view of the city from an overpass. fade out. the camera trails off to the
right showing the singer, guitar and man. three large buildings are seen above the trees. blue sky can be seen through the trees. mural, city of zirndorf. mg, various markers and buildings, german
tombstones on left, americans' cars can be seen on the right, under ussr flag. track shot, american soldiers moving from right to left. american troops stand guard, looking toward american soldier

standing guard. panoramic shots of the graves, overgrown, american air force symbols on the crosses. buildings in background. ls, view of trees and very tall tombstones, mg in bg, overgrown trees,
tombstones. closeup of headstone and what appears to be a russian star etched into it. overgrown bushes in bg, tombstones in bg, tracks of military vehicles in bg, mg, there are a couple of graves in

bg, mg, tombstones. panoramic shot of rolling country hills and long stone bridges. view of american ambulance, on top. light rain begins to fall. people in italy, several different people, bicycles,
people talking, people walking on hill. several american cars parked at side of road. two american soldiers standing guard. men on electric lawnmower. american flag flying. american jeeps driving on

road. sign, various us symbols. 5ec8ef588b
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